Professional Education Advisory Council Meeting

October 7, 2011

Minutes

Introductions

Talked about changing of title of meeting to ASU-ERZ PEAC
Dr. Bradley talked about NCATE and handed out chart —head of unit appendix B
Oct 17 2011 visit with ERZ COE Room 330 10 am—NCATE
Handout NCATE visit A sign in sheet was sent around for volunteers for Oct 17, 2011 NCATE visit.
Do we have overarching framework?
Example: Masters, spec in Ed Leadership MSE in music, etc.
Group spent time doing document
Collaborated regardless of degree beyond bachelors
Goals: Prof. identity, diversity, adv know skills ecological dimensions, evidence-based.
Jan. 7 ERZ shared input
April 28, 2011 ASU advanced programs assessment plan, four transition points as they move through
Philosophy is in most programs of Education
Kyle Chandler spoke about the philosophy paper conceptual framework is the rubric as students write
the paper.
Dr. Bradley takes data, sends to dean’s office –talked about Praxis II, internship, comps or practicum
lab, portfolio
Will have electronic or hard copies
Exit Point: GPA follow up sent out even/odd year deans office-employer survey
What if student doesn’t do well? Strategies are in place: improvement plan, mastery learning strategy
rubric given before
Appendix B- Advanced program assessment procedure sheet

Need to see where ERZ will be
Conceptual framework
Future teacher’s day
Redo the council
Common core math
More on the same page, provide more resources, clearing house for all
ASU now has connections with schools, common core literacy
Jan 7 meeting interaction with partners will inform each other dialogue conversation
Continue to discuss questions

ASU Rural Stem Debbie Rogers spoke about the sally ride day 830 to 330 ASU ABI building 3-5 material
books teachers can still sign up $10 fee. They receive $250 science career books.
Arkansas Curriculum Conference—Kim Danley gave out hand out and spoke about the conference information. Kim also spoke about new members since 2007-23 members with 72 schools 3 cooperatives. Director and 1 administrative Assistant. Will add another Director at Community College. Brought in external auditor Dr.???

Taken non-standards and placed into goals. Kim went through all 6 goals. Dr. Street, Ms. Estelle Matthys work together to work with school partners. Will need data in order to help schools. Many schools do not have pd programs to help teachers. What can ASU ERZ do to help? What can ASU ERZ and coops do to help all 73 schools to do to get schools up to the level needed? How can they with mentors for teachers needing help? What are we doing at ASU in our mentoring programs for freshman?

Goals for looking at ACSIP plans etc. to help develop mission, vision, and goals. This goal document was turned into the state.

The Stem asked: what can we do to help? How is the best way for me to come into the schools to help? What is ERZ’s focus in the schools?

Freddie Bowden-Vertical Alignment high school and k-2 common core build foundation students need in math

Wallace Brewer common core meeting civ held did superintendents attended? It was on common core. They had a panel that addressed questions. Some school representatives said they were unable to attend due to other obligations. Wallace said much was still not decided about how common cores were going to be aligned to meet needs.

Diane Bounds—How many have been asked to identify lead teacher for each building? ACIP reviews were going on at many schools they were unable to attend CIV PD. Each district can go to coop website download CDE information.

Ms. Brewer—The 8 mathematical practices-administrators were begged not to just give 3rd grade teachers just 3rd grade. All teachers need all grade levels-do not break into pieces. All teachers need to see the whole picture. Math specialist are partnered with a teacher they will each choose 4 days in which to work. They will also be working with coops at the same time. It is believed there will be more project based assessments-more technology.

Kim—P-16 is the goal of ERZ Goal is develop to help develop the curriculum.

Gary Masters—Schools have become gunshy because superintendents want to wait until data is correct and up to date so teachers are not wasting time. The information keeps changing. The discussion among the school representatives was the fact that many teachers have attended many common core workshops. They constantly receive multiple invites to attend other workshops, but not sure if the material is different or if it will be the same. Many times the information is the same; therefore, teachers are wasting time.
Ms. Brewer  They are trying to guide teachers and integrate across curriculum. Cant release teachers for workshops-teacher evaluations are changing.

Mary Jane Bradley  State department will no longer require NTL and MAT students to be mentored. They will not be required to completer praxis II they will automatically receive standard license.

Sally—Starting Spring 2012  New teacher evaluations will have same pathwise domains but will not have mentor help. Dr. Bradley will call and check on this.

Kim announced important dates—see agenda

Carl—Promoting ASU needs more help. The teacher part is down. ASU needs smaller groups when orienting students. Re: Future Teachers Day

Kyle November 3 and 4 ARK music conference in little rock professional development for music announced.

Kim and Diane Langford  working on conference for counselors.

Kyle—are partner schools aware of programs going down to 120 hours—course work will be cut—add more field experiences state department mandating one year internships.

Dr. Bradley General ED  45 hours to 35 hours. Whole Degree BSE—120 hours. State candidates will be changing.

Kim –Door prizes and handed out evaluations

Lunch